Early Childhood Components
Teacher’s Guide to Games
5 copies each of 6 two-sided gameboards
6 gameboard dividers
12 dot-dice
48 blank dice
10 inch cubes
450 counters
5 sets of play money coins
4 sets of play money bills
5 transparent spinners
5 Number Card Decks
5 write-on/wipe-off sleeves
Cardstock dominoes for Domino Concentration
Cardstock monsters for Monster Squeeze
Cardstock cars for Racing Cars
Poster

Grade 2 Components
Teacher’s Guide to Games
5 copies each of 8 two-sided gameboards
8 gameboard dividers
24 dot-dice
16 blank dice
450 counters
5 sets of play money coins
4 sets of play money bills
5 transparent spinners
5 Everything Math Decks
5 Time Card Decks
5 Money Card Decks
5 write-on/wipe-off sleeves
Cardstock game cards for Array Bingo
Poster

Grade 1 Components
Teacher’s Guide to Games
5 copies each of 8 two-sided gameboards
8 gameboard dividers
24 dot-dice
16 blank dice
450 counters
5 sets of play money coins
4 sets of play money bills
5 transparent spinners
5 Everything Math Decks
5 Time Card Decks
5 Money Card Decks
5 Bingo Pads
Poster
5 write-on/wipe-off sleeves
Cardstock game cards for Angle Race and Array Bingo

Grade 3 Components
Teacher’s Guide to Games
5 copies each of 8 two-sided gameboards
8 gameboard dividers
24 dot-dice
16 blank dice
450 counters
5 sets of play money coins
4 sets of play money bills
5 transparent spinners
5 Everything Math Decks
5 Time Card Decks
5 Money Card Decks
5 Bingo Pads
Poster
5 write-on/wipe-off sleeves
Cardstock game cards for Angle Race and Array Bingo
Grade 4 Components
Teacher’s Guide to Games
5 copies each of 8 two-sided gameboards
8 gameboard dividers
24 dot-dice
16 blank dice
450 counters
5 transparent spinners
5 Everything Math Decks
5 Fraction/Decimal/Percent Card Decks
5 Bingo Pads
Poster
5 write-on/wipe-off sleeves
Cardstock game cards for Chances Are, Fraction Of, Grab Bag, Polygon Pair-Up, and Rugs and Fences

Grade 5 Components
Teacher’s Guide to Games
5 copies each of 8 two-sided gameboards
8 gameboard dividers
24 dot-dice
16 blank dice
450 counters
5 transparent spinners
5 Everything Math Decks
5 Fraction/Decimal/Percent Card Decks
5 Bingo Pads
5 Four-Quadrant Coordinate Grid Pads
Poster
5 write-on/wipe-off sleeves
Cardstock game cards for Algebra Election, Build-It, First to 100, Fraction Action, Fraction Friction, Landmark Shark, Polygon Capture, Solution Search, Spoon Scramble, and 3-D Shape Sort

Grade 6 Components
Teacher’s Guide to Games
5 copies each of 8 two-sided gameboards
8 gameboard dividers
24 dot-dice
16 blank dice
450 counters
5 transparent spinners
5 Everything Math Decks
5 Fraction/Decimal/Percent Card Decks
5 Four-Quadrant Coordinate Grid Pads
Poster
5 write-on/wipe-off sleeves
Cardstock game cards for Algebra Election, Build-It, First to 100, Fraction Action, Fraction Friction, Landmark Shark, Polygon Capture, Solution Search, Spoon Scramble, and 3-D Shape Sort

NOTE: To avoid duplication of materials, any manipulatives that are provided with the Everyday Mathematics grade-level manipulative kits are not included in the Games Kits (except the Everything Math Deck, dot-dice, and blank dice.)